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Detailed report on the activity
Activity

Faculty Development Program / Workshop / Refresher Course

Title

Information Communication Technology

Duration

No. of days: 10

Coordinator

Dr. Vaibhav Jadhav
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Broad objectives of the
Program

From 22/07/2019 To 31/07/2019

1. To introduce learners with various online
platforms for learning
2. To inculcate creativity in teaching- learning
process
3. To give hand on experience of creating and
editing audio and video e-contents
4. To enable learners to create their own sites,
blogs, and various other accounts on social
media
5. To make learners understand the professional
ethics & code of conduct
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Contents Covered

Dr. Nitin Patil: he taught in detail about how to
create and use own sites using sites.google.com
Dr. Chetan Joshi: he told structure of the story
writing and gave ideas about how to write story,
character sketch, email, jokes, animations, etc.
Dr. Rajeev Ghode: He discussed about social
media, how to create accounts on various social

media like diigo, pinterest, linkedin, academia, etc.
and their importance in professional development
Dr. Yash Paul Sharma: he discussed about online
platforms for learning including MOOCs and
Swayam as well as about Copy right. He also
demonstrated use of ‘https://www.kahoot.it.com’,
timeline.knightlab.com, etc. street view software to
take 360dgreee photo/ videos; chroma videos,
open shot video editor, etc.
Dr. Suresh G. Isave: he demonstrated how to
create own blog account and how to write and
manage blogs
Mr. Bhushan Kulkarni & Mr. Eknath Kore: told the
differences and importance of various types of
mikes, demonstrated audio- video editing using
Audiocity and Camtasia Studio software
respectively and discussed about many other
softwares for use in mobiles. They also discussed
about Do’s and Don’ts during recording
Prof. C. D. Agashe: he discussed about
professional ethics & code of conduct for higher
education teachers
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Major highlights of the Creating own site using sites.google.com
program
Audio and video editing using ‘Open shot video
editor’ and ‘Camtasia Studio’, audio editing using
‘Audiocity’ etc.
Creative writing including stories, emails, etc.
Blog writing and creating accounts on various

social media
Professional ethics & code of conduct for higher
education teachers
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Learning outcome /

Learners are now aware of various online open

benefits of the program to

learning platforms. They are now able to create

the teachers participants

and use their sites and different accounts on social
media. They can write blogs, story, emails, etc. in
more creative manner. They are able to prepare
and share their own effective PPTs, videos, etc.
using social media or ICT.

